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unauthorized change occurred, the
obligations for payments and refunds
provided for in § 64.1170 shall apply to
those payments. If the relevant
governmental agency determines after
reasonable investigation that the carrier
change was authorized, the carrier may
re-bill the subscriber for charges
incurred.

12. Revise § 64.1170 to read as
follows:

§ 64.1170 Reimbursement procedures
where the subscriber has paid charges.

(a) The procedures in this section
shall only apply after a subscriber has
determined that an unauthorized
change, as defined by § 64.1100(e), has
occurred and the subscriber has paid
charges to an allegedly unauthorized
carrier.

(b) If the relevant governmental
agency determines after reasonable
investigation that an unauthorized
change, as defined by § 64.1100(e), has
occurred, it shall issue an order
directing the unauthorized carrier to
forward to the authorized carrier the
following, in addition to any
appropriate state remedies:

(1) An amount equal to 150% of all
charges paid by the subscriber to the
unauthorized carrier; and

(2) Copies of any telephone bills
issued from the unauthorized carrier to
the subscriber. This order shall be sent
to the subscriber, the unauthorized
carrier, and the authorized carrier.

(c) Within ten days of receipt of the
amount provided for in paragraph (b)(1)
of this section, the authorized carrier
shall provide a refund or credit to the
subscriber in the amount of 50% of all
charges paid by the subscriber to the
unauthorized carrier. The subscriber has
the option of asking the authorized
carrier to re-rate the unauthorized
carrier’s charges based on the rates of
the authorized carrier and, on behalf of
the subscriber, seek an additional
refund from the unauthorized carrier, to
the extent that the re-rated amount
exceeds the 50% of all charges paid by
the subscriber to the unauthorized
carrier. The authorized carrier shall also
send notice to the relevant
governmental agency that it has given a
refund or credit to the subscriber.

(d) If an authorized carrier incurs
billing and collection expenses in
collecting charges from the
unauthorized carrier, the unauthorized
carrier shall reimburse the authorized
carrier for reasonable expenses.

(e) If the authorized carrier has not
received payment from the
unauthorized carrier as required by
paragraph (c) of this section, the
authorized carrier is not required to

provide any refund or credit to the
subscriber. The authorized carrier must,
within 45 days of receiving an order as
described in paragraph (b) of this
section, inform the subscriber and the
relevant governmental agency that
issued the order if the unauthorized
carrier has failed to forward to it the
appropriate charges, and also inform the
subscriber of his or her right to pursue
a claim against the unauthorized carrier
for a refund of all charges paid to the
unauthorized carrier.

(f) Where possible, the properly
authorized carrier must reinstate the
subscriber in any premium program in
which that subscriber was enrolled prior
to the unauthorized change, if the
subscriber’s participation in that
program was terminated because of the
unauthorized change. If the subscriber
has paid charges to the unauthorized
carrier, the properly authorized carrier
shall also provide or restore to the
subscriber any premiums to which the
subscriber would have been entitled had
the unauthorized change not occurred.
The authorized carrier must comply
with the requirements of this section
regardless of whether it is able to
recover from the unauthorized carrier
any charges that were paid by the
subscriber.

§ 64.1180 [Removed and reserve].

13. Remove and reserve § 64.1180.

[FR Doc. 00–17981 Filed 8–2–00; 8:45 am]
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AGENCY: National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS), National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA),
Commerce.
ACTION: Closure.

SUMMARY: NMFS is prohibiting directed
fishing for pollock by ‘‘open access’’
vessels (i.e., those vessels that are not
fishing in cooperatives), which are
catching pollock for processing by the
inshore component in the Bering Sea
subarea of the Bering Sea and Aleutian
Islands management area (BSAI). This

action is necessary to prevent exceeding
the amount of the C/D season allocation
of pollock total allowable catch (TAC)
specified for ‘‘open access’’ vessels in
the Bering Sea subarea of the BSAI.
DATES: Effective 1200 hrs, Alaska local
time (A.l.t.), July 29, 2000, until 2400
hrs, A.l.t., December 31, 2000.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Mary Furuness, 907–586–7228.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: NMFS
manages the groundfish fishery in the
BSAI according to the Fishery
Management Plan for the Groundfish
Fishery of the Bering Sea and Aleutian
Islands Area (FMP) prepared by the
North Pacific Fishery Management
Council under authority of the
Magnuson-Stevens Fishery
Conservation and Management Act.
Regulations governing fishing by U.S.
vessels in accordance with the FMP
appear at subpart H of 50 CFR part 600
and 50 CFR part 679.

In accordance with
§ 679.20(a)(5)(i)(D)(3) and the revised
interim 2000 TAC amounts for pollock
in the Bering Sea subarea (65 FR 39107,
June 23, 2000), the C/D season
allocation of pollock TAC specified to
the ‘‘open access’’ vessels in the Bering
Sea subarea is 17,953 metric tons (mt).

In accordance with § 679.20(d)(1)(i),
the Administrator, Alaska Region,
NMFS (Regional Administrator), has
determined that the C/D season
allocation of pollock TAC specified for
the ‘‘open access’’ vessels, which are
catching pollock for processing by the
inshore component in the Bering Sea
subarea will be reached. Therefore, the
Regional Administrator is establishing
the C/D season allocation of pollock
TAC as the directed fishing allowance
(§ 679.20(a)(5)(i)(D)(2)). In accordance
with § 679.20(d)(1)(iii), the Regional
Administrator finds that this directed
fishing allowance soon will be reached.
Consequently, NMFS is prohibiting
directed fishing for pollock by ‘‘open
access’’ vessels, which are catching
pollock for processing by the inshore
component in the Bering Sea subarea.

Maximum retainable bycatch amounts
may be found in the regulations at
§ 679.20(e) and (f).

Classification

This action responds to the best
available information recently obtained
from the fishery. It must be
implemented immediately in order to
prevent exceeding the C/D season
allocation of pollock TAC specified for
the vessels not participating in
cooperatives catching pollock for
processing by the inshore component in
the Bering Sea subarea. A delay in the
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effective date is impracticable and
contrary to the public interest. Further
delay would only result in overharvest.
NMFS finds for good cause that the
implementation of this action can not be
delayed for 30 days. Accordingly, under

5 U.S.C. 553(d), a delay in the effective
date is hereby waived.

This action is required by § 679.22
and is exempt from review under E.O.
12866.

Authority: 16 U.S.C. 1801 et seq.

Dated: July 28, 2000.
Bruce C. Morehead,
Acting Director, Office of Sustainable
Fisheries, National Marine Fisheries Service.
[FR Doc. 00–19586 Filed 7–28–00; 4:39 pm]
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